MEHR/AE: End-of-Semester Workshop
Dec 18 2019, Room (Faculty Lounge, Building 35)


9:30-10:00: “Winners and Losers from Enclosure: Evidence from Danish Land Inequality 1682-1895”, Paul Sharp

10:00-10:30: “TBA”, Asger Wingender

10:30-11:00: Coffee break

11:00-11:30: “Local Diversity and Development”, Marc Klemp

11:30-12:00: “Predicting Local State Capacity in Africa: A Machine Learning Approach”, Gustav Ageman

12:00-13:00: Lunch

PhD shorter presentations


13:40-14:00: “Evolutionary Theory of Democracy” Edith Zink

14:00-14:20: “German colonists and industrialization in the late imperial Russia: the role of human capital” Viktor Malein

14:20-14:45: Coffee break

14:45-15:15: “Global Values: Developments in Cultural Inequality”, Lena Sperling

15:15-15:45: “God Politics, Jeanet Bentzen

16:00 -?? “Beers at the local pub!”, Social